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Problem

To provide a composite electronic component that has both a large-capacitance capacitivc

element and an inductor with good L value precision, and that is small and inexpensive.



Means to solve

A thick- film laminate 5. on which a desired conductive pattern 2 of silver palladium is

formed m a ferroelectric ceramic substrate \ to form a eapacitive element 3. is tired. Then a

thin-film coil pari 7 is additionally furnished on top. and terminal electrodes 1 1 and 1. 1 are formed

at both ends of a chip. I hm-flim coil part 7 has a constitution wherein a thin-film coil 1 3 formed in

a circumferential form and an insulating resin layer 1 5 of a. benzoeyelobuiene resin are laminated.

Claims

J. An electronic component characterized by the fact that, aftera thick-film laminate,

wherein a ferroelectric and a conductor are laminated to form at least one eapacitive element in the

interior is fired, an inductor wherein a conductor pattern and an insulating resin are laminated is

furnished on the aforementioned thick-film laminate, and .said inductor is electrically connected to

the aforementioned eapacitive element,

2. An electronic component characterized by the fact that, in the electronic component

described in Claim 1. a benzocyciobutene resin is used for the aforementioned insulating resin.

3. An electronic component characterized by the fact that, in the electronic component

described in Claim 1, a terminal electrode formed to be connected to part of the aforementioned

conductor pattern is additionally provided, and said terminal electrode is electrically connected to

the aforementioned eapacitive clement.

4. An electronic component characterized by the fact that, in the electronic component

described in Claim 3, the aforementioned terminal electrode has a foundation electrode and a

surface electrode covering said foundation electrode, and the aforementioned surface electrode has

a Ni film and a noble metal him formed on the aforementioned Ni film.

5. An electronic component characterized by the fact that after a magnetic material and a

conductor are laminated and at least one inductor is formed in the interior and fired, a eapacitive

element wherein a conductor pattern and a dielectric layer arc laminated is furnished on the
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aforementioned thie film laminate, and said capacitive i tri c s

inductor.

6, An electronic component characterized by the fact that, in the electronic component

described in Claim 5, a benzocyclobutene resin Is used for the aforementioned conductor layer.

7, An electronic component characterized by the tact that, in the electronic component

described in Claim 5. a terminal electrode formed to be connected to part of the aforementioned

conductor p icon i additionally pr< dd md said rroinal elect e s electrically connct d to

the aforementioned inductor.

8, An electronic component characterized by the fact that, in the electronic component

described m Claim 7, the aforementioned terminal electrode has a foundation electrode electrically

connected to the aforementioned conductor pattern and a surface electrode covering said

foundation electrode, and the aforementioned surface electrode has a Ni film and a noble metal

film formed on the aforementioned Ni film.

laheyi lc -filiation id the no en km.

[0001]

Technical field of the invention

The present invention relates to an electronic component, and more specifically, relates to a

composite electronic component XNhciX m i > , > o . - v - d

on. the same component.

j0002]

Prior art

The use of a thick-film laminated structure is known as an example of such a conventional

composite electronic component

|i)003]

Inshore with such conventional composite electronic components, as shown in Figure 9

for example, a process to form a desired conductive pattern 72 of silver palladium f A.gPd) on a

ferroelectric (strong e) ceramic substrate 71 A using screen priming is repeated to form eapacdive

element 73 i hah tilm laminate 77, on which inductor 7^ is formed by repealing a process to

additionally form a circumferential conductive pattern 74 of Am'CI on tup of ferroelectric ceramic

substrate 7!B in the same way using screen printing, is fired. Then Hi layers 81 anil 81 are formed

using eleeiroless plating on printed \g layers 79 ami 79 made by applying and printing silver i \g)

paste at both ends of thick-film laminate 77. and solder layers 83 and 83 arc additionally formed

on the top layer to constitute terminal electrodes 85 and 85.
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[0004]

With other conventional composite electronic components, as shown in Hgure 10 for

example, integrally furnished are a first thick-film laminate 89. on which capacitance element 73

is formed by repealing a process to form a desired conductive pattern 72 of silver palladium

(AgPd) on a ferroelectric ceramic substrate 87 using screen printing, and a second thiekffiini

laminate 95, on which inductor 93 is formed by repeating a process to additionally form a

circumferential conductive pattern 92 of AgPd on top of a nonmagnetic, non- ferroelectric ceramic

substrate 91, such as a low-temperature glass alumina ceramic. After first and second thick-film

laminates 89 and 95 are tired, printed Ag layers 79 and 79. Ni layers 81 and 81. and solder

layers 83 and 83 are formed to constitute terminal electrodes 85 and 85 just as in the conventional

example in Home 9 described above,

[0005]

Problems to be solved by die invention

However, with a composite electronic component using a. ihick-fikn laminate structure as

shown m Figure 9 wherein the capacitive element and inductor are embedded inside a ferroelectric

ceramic, while a large-capacitance capacitor is obtained, the formation of a precision coil pattern is

difficult, so forming an inductor with a highly-precise reactance is difficult. That is, the coefficient

of contraction alter thick-film laminate 77 is fired differs from that of ferroelectric ceramic

substrate 7
! \ <md i miimk jcnuakondtn i.\c pat n hi Am \<. IV s,, umalumnn nt o <. m , ii the

printed coil pattern in conjunction with the problem ot the screen mesh stretching in the screen

printing process, with the problem that the desired reactance precision is not produced. Also,

because l di n n occurs i the printed pauern. there are also problems in terms of capacitance

prt L i j n mdwnh ittempK t< adncve pi cum i tel tvep sits nmg Siatockam

substrate 71 A on which conductive pattern 72 ofAgPd is formed is difficult, and complexity in the

manufacturing process is unavoidable.

[0006|

In addition, when not only a eapacitive element, but also an inductor (coil) is produced in a

ferroelectric ceramic, there is a problem of floating capacitance.

[0007]

With the composite electronic component shown in Figure 10. an inductor (coil) is formed

m a nonmagnetic, non- ferroelectric ceramic such as a low-temperature glass alumina ceramic, so

the problem of floating capacitance as described aha - can he redt-cerl, but achiev ing reactance
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precision is still difficult, due to problems with the coefficient ofcontraction after firing and

stretching of the screen mesh. Complexity in positioning to achieve capacitance precision is also

unavoidable, in addition, because low-temperature glass alumina ceramic is expensive, it has been

difficult to obtain inexpensive composite electronic components.

[0008]

So the technical problem of the present invention is to provide a composite electronic

component that can be thinner., as well as being small and inexpensive.

10009]

Another technical problem of the present invention is to provide a composite electronic

component that has both a large-capacitance eapacitive element and an inductor with high L value

precision, and float is small and inexpensive.

[00101

Still another technical problem of the present invention is to provide a composite electronic

component that is small and inexpensive, and that includes an inductor that has a relatively large !..

value.

[0011]

Means to solve the problems

With the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized by the

fact that a thick-dim laminate, wherein a ferroelectric and a conductor arc laminated to form at

Iwivdit i ipjotiH k mm n K mtmna is i <. i

and an rmodaime ;esm are kmbuued o homebod ceo the lorepernioned . dde;k--bim kmmnam, and

said inductor rs ekcrneabv eormeelcd to sire atommenboned eopacrbve element,..

[0012J

Also, with this invention, an electronic component is obtained thai rs characterized by the

fact thai a ben/ocyclobutene resin is used for the aforementioned insulating resin.

|0013f

Also, with tins Invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized by the

1 . th 1
i tennu il ekn in k is kh to nail m med m K ehetra do u nnei-ted iu part ol the

aforementioned conductor pattern, and said terminal electrode is electrically connected to the

aforementioned eapacitive element.
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10014]

Also, with the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized

by the fact that the aforementioned terminal electrode has a foundation electrode electrically

connected to the aforementioned conductor pattern and a surface electrode covering said

foundation electrode, and the aforementioned surface electrode has a Ni film and a noble metal

film fanned on the atbrementioned Ni film.

[0015]

In addition, with the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is

characterized by the fact that at least one inductor is formed in the interior by laminating a

magnetic material and a conductor, arid is fned. and then a capacitive element is furnished wherein

a conductor pattern and a dielectric layer are laminated on die aforementioned thick-film laminate,

and said capacitive element is electrically connected to the aforementioned inductor.

[0016]

Also, with the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized

by the fact that a benzocyclobutene resin is used lor the aforemeot.io.oed conductor layer.

[00171

Also, with! the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized

by the tact that a terminal electrode formed to be electrically connected to part of the

aforementioned conductor pattern is additional!}- provided, and said terminal electrode is

electrically connected to the aforementioned inductor.

[0018]

Also, with the present invention, an electronic component is obtained that is characterized

K the fact that the aioiement. ocd tenon, f electrode has a foundation electrode electrically

connected to the aforementioned conductor pattern and a surface electrode covering said

foundation electrode, and The aforementioned surface electrode has aNi film and a noble metal

film formed on the aforementioned Ni film.

10019]

Embodiment of the invention

Embodiments of the present invention will be explained below referring to figures.
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10020]

Figure 1 is a cross section showing the schematic constitution of a composite electronic

component based on a first, embodiment of the present invention- Referring to Figure 1 . with the

composite electronic component pertaining to this embodiment, thick-film laminate 5, on which

capacitance element 3 is formed by repeating a process to form a le red conductive pattern 2 of

silver palladium FAgPd) on ferroelectric (high e) ceramic substrate 1 A using screen punting is

fhed •>
> v v d

electrodes i i and ) I are formed at both ends of the chip that is coated with a heatoxwsiunt resin: v.

[0021]

Figure 2 is a cross section schematically showing the constitution of the composite

electronic component shown in Figure 1.

10022]

Thin-film coil part 7, as shown in figure 2, has a constitution wherein a thin- film cod i 3

formed in a circumferential form using a cod conductor ofCu and an insulating resin layer 1 5 of

poiyimide are laminated. As for terminal electrodes 1 1 and 1 1 , Ni layers 1 IB. and ! IB are also

furnished using plating on terminal foundation electrodes 1 1 A and i 1 A formed by sputtering Ag,

and spider layers 1 IF and 11 C are additionally formed,

[0023]

With the composite electronic component pertaining to this embodiment, in addition, to

obtaining a large-capaeiiance capacttive element, a precision cod pattern for thmdabm coil part 7

Can be formed, so an inductor with high reactance preciswn is also obtained. Only capaeUive

element 3 is produced in the ferroelectric ceramic, and thin-fiim coil 13 is furnished for tbmdlhn

coil pan 7 with a constitution wherein it is laminated wilh insulating resin layer 1.5 of poiyimide,

so the problem officiating capacitance that occurs in the conventional composite electronic

component shown m Figure 8 does not occur.

(0024]

I icix re i c n fx itt t ieett mk cetn \ i m can h \
rovi k i ih it h ts hot! \

high-capacitance capaeitive element and an inductor with a high-precision F value, as well as

being small and inexpensive.
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[0025]

Mere., with the above embodiment, while thin- ill in coil 13 was furnished for thin- film coil

pan 7, a resistor layer could of course also be furnished in addition to the inductor.

[0026!

Next, acompt ue electro k< >mp nem pert > m * i td ombods lent u the pawen

invention will be explained referring to figures.

[0027J

The basic constitution of the composite electronic component pertaining to the second

embodiment ;s approximately toe same as that of the first embodiment shown in Figure 1 .
With the

composite electronic component in the second embodiment, the significant distinction is that

benzocyciobutcne (BCB.) noon is used fur insulating resin layer .15 of ih in- film coil part 7,

1 0028

j

And in place of terminal electrodes ! I and 1 I in the first embodiment shown in Figure 1 , a

terminal electrode using a conductive resin and a plated electrode are used.

[0029]

Here, first, the construction method for thin-film coil part 7 in the second embodiment will

he explained.

10030]

Figures 3 and 4 show the process of forming conductive pattern 12, which Is a Cu

conductor layer, of thin-film coil part 7 m the second embodiment.

[0031]

Referring to Figure 3, first, as shown in Figure 3(a), after BCB resin layer 42a is hardened

with ultraviolet rays, it is degreased and washed, and then a first etching and a second etching are

applied, with washing in between. Alter washing with clear water, and alter a catalyst is supplied,

washing with pure water is performed twice, followed by immersion in an electro less (hi plating

bath. The eiecirokss Cu plating bath uses a composition of 125 nd . of copper ion replenishes'

(MCU-AFiS) made by World Metal. 125 roL/L of a reducing and completing agent (MCU-BHS)

and 700 m !

\ of pure water, Fiectroless Cu plating was followed by washing with pure water arid

oxide removal, and further washing with pure water was followed by washing with alcohol arid

drying.
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[0032]

Figure 3(b) shows an insulation layer where eleetroiess Cu-plated layer 43 is formed on

one surface In Figure 3i b). the clceuofo s 0 L-cLucd Lner 43 i> 1 urn thick.

[00331

Next, alter resist 54 was applied as shown in Figure 3tc). photolithography as shown in

Figure 3(d) was used for exposure and developing through mask 55. and resist partem 54' shown

in Figure 4( a ) was obtained,

[0034]

Next, as shown in Figure 4(b), electrolytic Cu-plated layer 56 was obtained using

electrolytic Cu plating- The electrolytic Cu plating was performed after surface treatment. Next,

resist pattern 54' was removed and a lull conductive pattern 57 as shown in Figure 4(e) was

obtained..

f
00.3 5]

Next, the exposed portion of eleetroiess Cu-plated layer 43 in full conductive pattern 57

shown in Figure 4(e) was removed with wet etching and washing wi th HCL and an isolated

pattern 63 formed on insulation layer 42a was obtained as shown in Figure 4(d). Here, while the

.surface ofelectrolytic Cu-plated layer 56 is also slightly etched by the etching, because it is thicker

than eleetroiess Cu-plated layer 43', the conductor pattern is not lost.

[0034]

Conductor pattern 63 that is obtained comprises the pattern of eleetroiess Cu-plated

layer 43' and the pattern of electrolytic Cu-plated layer 56, and is about 3-5 urn thick and about 30

urn wide. No problems occurred during the production process in the washing, photolithography,

etching or washing processes.

10037]

f igure 5 shows the process for forming insulating resin layer 15 of thin-film coil par? 7

shown in Figure F Referring to Figure 5. a BCD resin that is hardened with ultraviolet rays was

applied using spin coating, as shown in Figure 5(a), to cover conductor pattern 63 formed on

insulating layer 42a shown in Figure 4(d). and insulating layer 58 was obtained. Next, as shown in

Figure 5(b), photolithography was used, exposure was performed through mask 59, and

through-holes 61 were formed in insulating layer 58 as shown in Figure 5(c). Mere.
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through-holes 61 are tor obtaining electrical contact with the conductor formed on the lop part of

insulating layer 58.. and are not necessarily formed on al! of conductor pattern 63.

[0038]

Next, insulating layer 626 shown in figure 5(d) was obtained by partial curing at 210"C

for 30 mui in a nitrogen atmosphere.

[0039]

With the composite electronic component pertaining to this embodiment, because BOB

resin is used for insulating resin layer 15 of thin-film coil part 7. smoothing of unevenness in the

conductive pattern produced b> the insulating resin dint is extremely good, and as a result, there is

no rippling m the conductive pattern laminated on top
f
and a conductive pattern with high

dimensional precision can be trained. And because there is no rippling in the conductive pattern,

thin-film coil part 7 can be made even thinner by that amount, compared to the first embodiment

above. In addition, because a conductive pattern oath high dimensional precision and with no

rippling in the conductive pattern can be formed, an inductance with high precision of the L value

can also be furnished for ihin-iiim coil part 7.

(0040

|

In addition, because BCB resin, with which there is no concern over Cu migration, is used,

a Cu pattern that has low resistance, that can be ekciroiytieaiiy plated, and with which wet etching

is also easy, can be selected for the conductive pattern, and a low-cost composite electronic

component can be provided.

[0041]

Next, the constitution of the terminal electrodes in a second embodiment will be explained

using Figure 6.

[00421

Terminal electrodes 38 and 38 (only one is shown in Figure 6) have a foundation electrode

eiecti c ] \\ < rmecie It i i 1 tor pattern 2 in imo lath rostrate 10 oi lass epoxx rthe like

and a surface electrode covering the foundation electrode, The surface electrode has an el.eciroiess

iN'i plated film and a noble metal film formed thereon.
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[0043]

That is, referring to Figure 6, wiring terminal part 40 of conductor pattern 2 is formed on

insulating substrate 10, and wiring terminal pan 40 is formed laminated alternately with insulating

layer 42 of an insulating resin and conductor pattern 43 of a conductor, hi terminal electrode 38,

electrode part 44 is formed on the top end of wrong terminal part 40, which is composed of a

lannnate, and foundation electrode 45 of a conductive resin is formed from the conductive resin so

as to cover the end pari of the underside of terminal pari 40, including apart of electrode part 44. hi

addition, eleeiroless N plated film 46 is formed to cover electrode part 44 ami foundation

electrode 45, and eieetroless palladium plated film 4? is additionally formed to cover thai.

[0044]

Here, foundation electrode 45 is made by mixing a conductive metal powder into a resin,

applying, and hardening.

[0045]

In the composite electronic component obtained in the second embodiment, the same

reliability as with the poor art is obtained w ith no peel ing away oi terminal elec trodes 38 and 38.

[0046]

With the second embodiment, no solder is used in the portion with terminal electrodes 38

and 38, so waste treatment of Pb and the like is not necessary, and problems of environmental

pollution do not occur.

[0047]

Next, a composite electronic component pertaining to a third embodiment of the present

invention will be explained.

[0048]

Figure 7 is a cross section showing the schematic constitution of a composite electronic

component based on a third embodiment of the present invention. Referring to Figure 7. with the

composite electronic component pertaining to this embodiment, thick-film laminate 25. on which

an inductor 23 of silver fAg) or silver palladium (AgPd) is formed in a circumferential form using

screen printing on magnetic substrate 2 I A of an Ni-Zn fertile, is fired. Then a thin-film

t. jj ti nee p so T7
- id hm u A \ nonoied 1

t I tb p n 1 ito nfetuui 1 nJhmt
hnoiv-d at bun uiJm>1 th wup > ,ted v th h e -ma emmem- 2u
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[0049]

Figure 8 is a cross section schematically showing the constitution ul tlu. composite

electronic component shown in Figure ?.

[0050]

Thin-film capacitance part 27 has eapachive element 36 wherein capacitor internal

electrodes 33 and 33, of Ou, and dielectric layer 35, of polyimide, are laminated, as shown in

Figure 8. Mere, the constitution of terminal electrodes 31 and 31 is the same as terminal

electrodes 1 1 and ! 1 in the first embodiment described above.

[0051]

With the composite electronic component pertaining to tins embodiment, a composite

electronic component that is small and inexpensive and that includes an inductor that has a

relatively large I. value can be provided.

[0052]

Here, with the above embodiment, an inductor 23 was furnished lor thick-film laminate 25,

but a transformer could also be formed in place ofbw mdnuoi And a reststor layer could oUeuwe

also be formed, in addition to capacitive element 36. in thin- film capacitance part 27.

[0053]

Next, a v tnpuMLc U 'U< urn. v >mp muit jit tan im tit i utth nm dtimnt t!u pnstnl

.invention will be explained.

[0O54]

The composite electronic component pertaining to the fourth embodiment is

approximately the same as the thud embodiment shewn in Figure 7. With the composite electronic

component m the fourth embodiment, the distinctive feature ts that benzoeyelobuiene (BCB) resin

is iiscd Sot dielectric layer 35 of thin-film capacitance part 27. Terminal electrodes using a

conductive resin and a plated electrode are also used fit place of terminal electrodes 31 and 31 in

the third embodiment shown tn Figure 7, gist as m the second embodiment shown tn logure 6.

[0055]

First, to construct thin-film capacitance pari 27 m the fourth embodiment, capacitor

internal electrodes 33 and 33 ohfou are formed With approximately the same process as the process

for forming conductor pattern 12 shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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[0056]

Dielectric layer 35 is also formed with approximately (.he same process as the process k

forming insulating resin layer 1 5 shown in Figure 5.

10057]

With the composite electronic component pertaining to this embodiment, because BCB

resin is used for conductor layer 35 of thin-film capacitance part 27., smoothing of unevenness in

the conductive pattern produced by the dielectric layer is extremely good, and because of this,

there is no rippling in the conductive pattern laminated on top, and a conductiv e pattern with high

dimensional precision can be formed. And because there is no rippling in the conductive pattern,

thin-film capacitance part 37 can he made even thinner by that amount, compared to the third

embodiment above, in addition, because a conductive patten; with high dimensional precision and

with no rippling in the conductive pattern can be formed, misalignment will not occur between

capacitor internal electrodes 33 find 33 on the two sides of dielectric layer 55, and the precision of

capacitor 36 can be increased.

[0058]

Sn addition, because BCB resin, with which there is no concern over Cu migration, is used,

a Cu pattern that has low resistance, that can be electrolytscally plated, and with which wet etching

is also easy, can be selected tor the conductive pattern, and a low-cost composite electronic

component can be provided.

("00501

bffect id the tmentmn

As explained above, with the invention described in Claim 1, a composite electronic

element can be provided that has both a high-capacity capaciti.ve element and an inductor with a

highly pi ciseLx lire s wed ts being small nd inexpensive

[0060]

With the invention described in Claim 2, because BCB resin is used for the aforementioned

insulator layer, an inductor with an even more highly precise L value car be furnished. In addition,

because BCB resm is used, a Cu pattern that has low resistance, that can be electrolytic-ally plated,

and v tl ^lihiovi khiUJ-d a (v en K eUn d Pa tk , < no eh tin ^ Uu! md 1 w e ^

composite electronic component can be provided. Therefore, a small, thin composite electronic
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component that has both a large-capacitance capacitive element and an inductor with a highly

precise L value can be provided at low cost.

[0061]

in addition, with the inventions described in Claim 3 or 4, a composite electronic

component without a problem of environmental pollution during manufacture, as web as having

both a large-capacitance capacitive element and an inductor with a highly precise L value, can be

provided.

[0062]

With the invention described in Claim 5, a small, inexpensive composite electronic

component that includes an ittdttctot oath a relatively large F value can be provided.

[0063]

With the invention described m Claim 6. because BCB resin is used for the aforementioned

dielectric layer, a small, thin composite electronic component that has an inductor oath a relatively

large I value can be provided at low cost.

[0064]

In addition, with the invention described in Claim 7 or 8, a composite electronic

component without a problem of environmental pollution during manufacture, as well as including

an inductor with a relatively large L value, can be provided.

1 h -el do-v; ipt

»

m ul thy.- figures

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram showing a composite electronic component based on a

first embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 shows the constitution of the composite electronic component shown in Figure 1

.

Figures 3(a), fbi (o and tdt are aw sections sequentially showing processes for forming

the conductor layer of the thin- film cod part of the composite electronic component shown in

Figure I.

f igures 4(a)- f icwmdub , s sections :>c entialb shov. tog , for fbnniiiy

the conductor layer of the thin- film cod part ot the composite electronic component shown in

Figure 1.

Figures 5(a), (bp (c.i and (d) are cross sections sequentially shooing processes for forming

the insulating layer of the tbrn-film coil part of the composite electronic component shown in

Figure 1.
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Figure 6 is provided to explain the method of forming terminal electrodes on the electronic

component in Figure 1

.

Figure ? is a schematic diagram showing a composite electronic component based on a

third embodiment ofthe present invention.

Figure 8 shows the constitution of the composite electronic component shown hi Figure 7.

Figure 9 shows a composite electronic composite that uses a conventional thick-film

laminated structure and wherein a capacitor and inductor are embedded in a ferroelectric ceramic.

Figure 10 shows a composite electronic component wherein a thick-film laminate in which

an inductor is embedded in a nonmagnetic, non-ferroelectric ceramic is stacked on top of a

thick- film laminate of a ferroelectric ceramic in which a conventional capacitive clement is

embedded.

Explanation of symbols

1A Ferroelectric ceramic substrate

Conductive pattern

3 : Capaeitive element

Thic k-liIm lammat e

7 Thin-iUm coil part

9 Heat-resrstsiht resfe

Ft Terminal electrode

FTA Terminal foundation electrode

Fib Nd layer

I.1C Solder layer

13 Thin-film cod

Insulating resin layer

21 A Magnetic substrate

Conductive pattern

Inductor

Thick -Him laminate

27 Thin-film capacitance part

29 Heat-resistant resin

31 Terminal electrode

33 Capacitor internal electrode

TS Dielectric layer

36 f jpaeune element
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Figure 4
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